INTRODUCTION
Two main problems appear during glass pressing on the surface of a moulded piece. If the surface of the plunger is too hot at the moment of separation of the moulded piece and the plunger, then the glass melt adheres to the device and deformation of the moulded piece follows. Conversely, if the surface of the plunger is too cold, then small fire cracks appear on the surface of the moulded piece, which means poorer quality of production. For these reasons, it is convenient to achieve a constant distribution of temperature across the surface of the moulding device at the moment of separation of the plunger from the moulded piece.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We consider the union of four planar regions ȳ ൌ ȳ ‫‬ ȳ ଵ ‫‬ ȳ ଶ ‫‬ ȳ ଷ , which represents a planar cross section of the system mould, glass, plunger, canal of the plunger and flow control body. Region ȳ represents the plunger, region ƻ ଵ a cooled glass piece, region ƻ ଶ the cooling canal inside the plunger, where cooling water flows, and region ƻ ଷ represents the mould. Furthermore, we denote ī ଵ as the boundary between plunger ƻ and moulded piece ƻ ଵ and ī ଶ as the boundary between plunger ƻ and plunger cavity ƻ ଶ Ǥ ī ଶ has a shape received as a result of the optimization problem described in [3] . We denote ī ଷ as part of the boundary connecting the system mould, moulded piece and plunger with presser, ī ସ part of the axis of symmetry, ī ହ part of the boundary formed by the outward surface of the flow control body, which has a shape which it received as a result of the second step of the optimization problem described in [4] . ī is the denotation for part of the boundary between moulded piece ƻ ଵ and mould ƻ ଷ and ī is the outward boundary of the mould, which is surrounded by an external environment.
ī ଼ denotes part of the boundary where cooling water comes into the cooling canal of the plunger, and ī ଽ part of the boundary where water exits. In the regions ƻ (plunger) and ƻ ଷ (mould), the conduction of heat without an inner heat source is described by the equation
In the region ƻ ଵ (glass piece), we use the equation for the conduction of heat with inner heat source ‫ݍ‬ ଵ in the form
In the region ƻ ଶ (plunger canal in which flows cooling water) the conduction of heat is described by the energy equation in the form
where ߴ denotes temperature on the absolute temperature scale and is the velocity of flowing water satisfying the equation of continuity ൌ Ͳ (4) and Navier-Stokes equation in the form
In the model we assume transit conditions for contact between two bodies, where one of them changes its mass because of the influence of solidification, on boundaries ī ଵ and ī , respectively, in the form
and
The boundary conditions of the third type for contact between a body and its environment at boundaries ī ଶ and ī , respectively, are
where ߴ denotes temperature in ƻ (݅ ൌ Ͳǡʹǡ͵) and ߴ ସ the temperature of the environment. 
take the minimum value of the set of admissible design functions. The experiment suggested itself as a result of the numerical results of optimization problems. The distribution of temperature in the classical plunger with a drilled internal cavity was compared with the distribution of temperature in the optimized plunger with its sparked-out inner cavity and applied flow control body. For details see the article of M. Starý [5] , where the course of the experiment with a detailed description of the testing equipment are described.
Measurements were evaluated at four points placed 5 millimetres below the surface. Point B1 is located on the lower end of the axis of the plunger (5mm below the surface), point B4 at a distance of 50 millimetres above a plane perpendicular to the plunger axis and level with the vertex, point B7 at a distance of 125 millimetres (from the aforementioned plane) and point B10 at a distance of 200 millimetres. The results of five measurements of the original plunger construction (Plunger I) and the results of five measurements of the plunger with the optimized cooling cavity and applied flow control body (Plunger II) are summarized in tab. 2. Stagnation temperatures after six hours at these points are in the first four lines, the range of measured temperatures is on the fifth line. The average temperatures computed as a weighted arithmetical mean
where the weights are areas of surfaces corresponding to single measurement points (see fig. 2 and tab. 1), are on the sixth line of tab. 
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